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1 Introduction
The classification of cold-season precipitation at the surface is complicated by the broad range of hydrometeor types that
might result from thermodynamic and microphysical processes that occur below the height of the radar’s lowest elevation
sweep. Because of this, the fuzzy-logic-based hydrometeor classification algorithm that was deployed on the WSR-88D
network (Park et al., 2009), which gives classifications on conical surfaces, often provides results in transitional winter
weather events that are not representative of the precipitation type observed at ground level. In response to this deficiency,
Schuur et al. (2012) reported on initial work to create an algorithm that combines thermodynamic output from a numerical
model with polarimetric radar data to produce a surface-based classification. The most recent version of this algorithm,
which has evolved into an “all-season” algorithm that also takes advantage (under certain warm- and cold-season conditions)
of results from the fuzzy-logic-based scheme, is summarized in a separate paper at this conference by Schuur et al. (2014).
In short, the transitional winter weather component of the algorithm relies upon the use of thermodynamic output from the
High-Resolution Rapid-Refresh (HRRR) model to generate a background classification that is then either accepted or
rejected based on observational evidence (determined through an examination of the polarimetric radar data) of the
presence/absence of a melting layer (ML). As such, the algorithm’s performance relies heavily upon the accurate detection
of whether or not a ML exists aloft. This in itself can present challenge since several different methods for detecting the ML
exist, with all of them having their own advantages and disadvantages.
The ML detection algorithm that is currently deployed on the WSR-88D network (referred to as the WSR-88D MLDA,
Giangrande et al. 2008) uses thresholds of radar reflectivity (Z), differential reflectivity (ZDR), and correlation coefficient
(HV) collected at high elevation scans (4-10º elevation) to determine the ML top and bottom at locations close to the radar.
However, the algorithm then assumes that the near-radar MLDA detections can be projected out to more distant ranges along
each azimuth. This feature has proven to be unrealistic for most meteorological situations, frequently resulting in the
extension of a ML into regions where one does not exist. More recently, Krause et al. (2013) presented a technique that uses
polarimetric radar data at lower elevation angles (<4º elevation). While the Krause et al. method, which was developed
primarily to determine where polarimetric rainfall estimation might suffer from ML contamination, has the advantage of
being able to provide ML designations at more distant ranges than is possible with the higher elevations used by the MLDA,
the interpretation of the results is often complicated by the effects of beam broadening. Combined, these complicating
factors with the radar-based algorithms point to a need for a ML detection method that 1) takes account of the advantages
and disadvantages of existing algorithms, 2) can be applied over the entire radar domain, and 3) capitalizes on additional
information provided by thermodynamic output from numerical models.
In this paper, we describe a new ML detection algorithm that combines radar observations with thermodynamic output
from the HRRR model to provide a “hybrid” ML designation over the entire radar domain. Radar-based, range-dependent
Gaussian weighting functions for both high- and low-elevation ML designations, which take into account inherent errors
known to each technique, are combined with a model-based Gaussian weighting function that depends on horizontal
gradients in wet-bulb temperatures to create a “blended” map of ML detections. A separate, time-dependent weighting
function is used to account for time lag in the model analyses by de-emphasizing the contribution from the numerical model
as the t from the radar volume and the most recent model analysis becomes large.
2 Methodology
The blended ML is created through the combination of output from three distinct melting layer detection techniques: 1)
the ML detection algorithm of Giangrande et al. (2008), which uses polarimetric radar data from 4-10º elevation scans, 2) the
ML contamination product of Krause et al. (2013), which uses polarimetric radar data from scans < 4º elevation, and 3) the
region of ML, here defined as a wet bulb temperature (Tw) of 0ºC < Tw < 4ºC, that is output from the HRRR model. In the
following discussion, we use the subscript “h” to refer to the Giangrande et al. (2008) ML product since it was derived from
higher elevation scans, the subscript “l” to refer to the Krause et al. (2013) ML product since it was derived from lower
elevation scans, and the subscript “m” to refer to the ML as determined from the numerical model output.
The first step in the combination process is to determine which ML detection methods indicate the presence of a ML at
each individual gate. For any individual radar ray at a given azimuth and elevation (< 4°), we assign three indices (Im, Ih, and
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Il) to a each rannge gate along
g the ray. Im = 1 if the HRR
RR Tw at the gate
g is betweeen 0 and 4°C, otherwise Im = 0. Il = 1 if the
t
gaate falls into the
t ML contaamination areaa as determineed by Krause et al. (2013),, otherwise, Il = 0. Similarrly, Ih = 1 if the
t
gaate falls into thhe ML contam
mination area as determinedd by Giangrannde et al. (20088), otherwise, Ih = 0. Since the existing ML
M
deetection algoriithm (Giangraande et al. 20008) produces two
t numbers ffor a given aziimuthal directtion: Hb and Ht correspondiing
to
o the heights of
o the bottom and
a top of thee melting layeer. The geometrical projections of Hb and
d Ht on the raddar ray delineaate
th
he segment off the ray where Ih = 1 and Ih = 0 outside of the segmeent. The gates with Ih, Il, an
nd Im equal too 1 are generaally
diifferent as illuustrated in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Melting
M
layer designation at
a lower antennna elevations.

The segmentts that indicaate melting laayer for each product are then combineed into a singgle melting laayer product by
co
omputing an aggregate
a
weig
ght between 0 and 1, wheree:

A

WtWm I m  Wl I l  Wh I h
WtWm  Wl  Wh

(1)

Wm, Wl, and Wh are Guasssian weights associated
a
withh the three prooducts, wheree the weights are
a determinedd as follows


g2 
Wm  0.5exp  0.669 2 
g0 


(2)


r2 
Wl  f l ( r ) exp  0..69 2 
r0 l 


(3)


r2 
Wh  f h ( H b ) exp  0.69 2 
r0 h 


.

(4)

Inn (2) – (4), r iss a slant rangee and the variaable g2 charactterizes horizonntal gradients of Tw at the height
h
H0 = 1.55 km

 dT ( H )   dT ( H ) 
g  w 0   w 0 
 dx   dy 
2

2

Fiinally, we intrroduce,
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where
w
Wt is a time-depend
dent weightinng function thhat is used too account forr time lag inn the model analyses
a
by ded
em
mphasizing thhe contributionn from the num
merical modeel as the t froom the radar volume
v
and th
he most recentt model analyysis
beecomes large.
The parametters g0, r0l, and
d r0h are adapttable and willl continue to be optimized in the processs of testing thhe algorithm. In
th
his paper, g0, r0l, r0h and t0, arre 0.03K/km, 100 km, 50 km
m, and 60 minn respectivelyy. The factor fl is equal to 1 for r > rgc andd it
lin
nearly decreasses from 1 to 0 for r < rgc where
w
rgc is thee distance up to
t which the im
mpact of grou
und clutter (gcc) contaminatiion
on
n the quality oof the product “l” can be siggnificant. For most radars, setting
s
rgc to 30
3 km seems to
t be reasonabble. The purpo
ose
off introducing factor fl is too reflect the fact
f
that the quality
q
of the “l” product might
m
be com
mpromised in the presence of
grround clutter. Similarly, thee factor fh is introduced
i
to account for degradation
d
off the “h” prod
duct at very loow melting layyer
(oor low Hb). Heence, fh = 1 if Hb > hgc and fh linearly decreases to 0 forr Hb < hgc. Forr this study, hgc is 1.0 km.
The expressiion (1) for thee aggregationn value A is constructed
c
inn such a way that A varies between 0 annd 1. If a giv
ven
raange gate is cllassified as ML
M by all three ML products then A = 1. If the aggreegation value is above certaain threshold A0
(w
we may start from
f
A0 = 0.5) then the gatte is classified
d as “true” ML
L. Note that iff the wet bulbb temperature field is uniforrm
an
nd g = 0 then Wm = 0.5 oveer the whole radar
r
coveragee area regardlless of the disttance from thhe radar. The range-depende
r
ent
weights
w
Wl andd Wh are higheer than Wm at closer distancces and lower than Wm far away
a
from thee radar.
Fig. 2 illustrrates how the decision abouut the presencce of the ML aloft might be
b made based
d on the resullts of “true” ML
M
deesignation at aantenna elevaations less thann 4°. Accordiing to the sugggested approaach, there is no
n need to exaamine a verticcal
co
olumn in ordeer to identify ML
M aloft. Insttead, all ML points
p
identifi
fied at lower conical
c
scans are mapped too the surface. A
pu
ure model deesignation is performed att longer distaances where the
t lowest tillt overshoots the melting layer. At clo
ose
prroximity of thhe radar beforee the closest ML
M point iden
ntified via the combination of “m”, “l”, and
a “h”, the choice
c
should be
made
m
based on the “m” and “h”
“ designatioons using the aggregation
a
vaalue

A

WtWm I m  Wh I h
WtWm  Wh

.

(7)

owing contribuutions, with raange, of each method of ML
L detection to the overall hyybrid product..
Figure 2: SSchematic sho
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3 Example – Northeastern
N
U.S. Blizzard of 8 Februa
ary 2013
On 8 Februaary 2013, the Northeastern
N
U experien
U.S.
nced a historicc winter storm
m that resulted in snow accuumulations up to
10
00 cm in deptth. Figure 3, at 2216 UT
TC on 8 Februuary 2013, shoows Z, ZDR, and
a HV from
m the KOKX (New
(
York City
C
National
N
Weathher Service Office, located on Long Islannd at Upton, NY)
N WSR-888D radar. Froom an examination of the ZDR
an
nd HV fields, it is clear thatt a widespreadd region layer of warm air was
w located too the south of Long Island at
a this time, with
w
th
he transition frrom warm- to cold-season precipitation
p
taaking place allong a region that spanned the
t entire lenggth of the islan
nd.
Prrecipitation tyype reports du
uring this evennt supported thhis transition with widespreead reports off rain on the ssouth side of the
t
island and snow
w (and occasioonal reports off sleet) to the north. We usse this date/tim
me to illustratee the classificaation procedurres
foollowed by thee proposed “hyybrid” ML deetection algoritthm.

Fiigure 3: (a) R
Radar reflecttivity (dBZ), (b)
( differentia
al reflectivity (dB), and (cc) correlationn coefficient from
f
the KOK
KX
(U
Upton, NY) WS
WSR-88D radarr at 2216 UTC
C on 8 Februa
ary 2013.
Figure 4 shoows the weigh
hts used by thhe hybrid ML algorithm at this time, where Wm is derrived from thee HRRR dataa at
H0=1.5 km usinng equation (2
2), Wl is derived from equattion (3), and Wh is derived from equationn (4). As can be seen from an
in
nspection of Figure 4, Wh drops
d
quickly at relatively short
s
distances from the rad
dar. While ML
M detection at
a high elevatiion
an
ngles has beenn shown throuugh comparisons to soundiing data to bee highly accurrate (Giangrannde et al. 20008), the assum
med
prrojection of thhose ML desiignations to more
m
distant ranges
r
has beeen found, forr many eventss, to be unreaalistic. A shaarp
reeduction of Wh with range therefore woorks to effectiively enhancee the contributtion from thee method at cllose ranges, but
b
qu
uickly reducee its contributtion to the ovverall productt at more distant ranges. In a similar manner, the weights for Wl
efffectively elim
minate it from
m being a siggnificant contributor at cllose ranges (w
where ground
d clutter mayy result in false
deetections), enhhance its conttribution at inntermediate rannges, and thenn quickly red
duce its contrib
bution at morre distant rang
ges
where
w
substantiial beam broaadening can afffect the qualitty of the data.. As noted earrlier, the weigghts for all 3 methods
m
(moddel,
hiigh elevation rradar-based detection,
d
and low elevationn radar-based detection) aree controlled thhrough adaptaable parameteers.
At
A this time, theese parameterrs have yet to be
b extensively
y tested.

Fiigure 4: Weigghts derived from
fr
(a) equattion (2) for thhe model-baseed ML detectiion, (b) equatiion (4) for thee high-elevatiion
ra
adar-based deetection, and (c)
( equation (33) for the low--elevation raddar-based deteection. The weight
w
profiles are overlaid on
a map of the NE
E U.S. centereed on the KOK
KX WSR-88D radar (corressponding the radar
r
fields diisplayed in Figgure 3).
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Figure 5 shoows the 0.5º elevation
e
locattions where Im=1, correspoonding to wheere HRRR Tw on the 0.5º elevation
e
surfaace
faalls between 0 and 4ºC, Ih=1, correspondding to where the range whhere geometricc projection of
o the Ih detecction heights fall
f
on
n the 0.5º elevvation surfacee, and Il=1, corresponding
c
to where thee 0.5º elevatioon scan detectts ML contribbution using the
t
methodology
m
ddescribed by Krause
K
et al. (22013). At this time, the higgh elevation radar-based
r
M detection of
ML
o Giangrandee et
all. (2008), which often has to resort to soounding data in an insufficcient number of ML detecttions were fouund at elevatiion
an
nles between 4 and 10º, gav
ve a MLBOT annd MLTOP of ~2.0 and 2.5 km, respectivvely. The resu
ulting geometrric projection of
th
hose heights to the 0.5º eleevation surfacce provides a ring of Ih=1,, for this casee, at a range where the coorresponding Wh
(F
Figure 4b) is so low that it would
w
not be a significant contributor to overall
o
ML prroduct at the 0.5º
0 elevation scan.

w
(a) Im=1, (b) Ih=1, and
a (c) Il=1. The Im, Ih, annd Il profiles are
a
Fiigure 5: Blue delineates thee 0.5º elevatioon locations where
ovverlaid on a map
m of the NE
N U.S. centeered on the KOKX
K
WSR-888D radar (coorresponding the radar fiellds displayed in
Fiigure 3).
Finally, we show Figurees 6 and 7, which
w
demonsstrates the weeighted produ
uct, A, given by equation (1) for the 0.5º
hen combined
d into an “aggrregated” surfaace
ellevation (Figuure 6). Similaar projections of A at other radar elevatioons < 4º are th
prrojection of thhe maximum A (Asurf) at each locationn. Work in the
t near futurre will focus on optimizinng the adaptab
ble
paarameters andd finding the th
hreshold weigght for Asurf thaat provides thee most realistiic solution.

Figure 6: Thhe value of A at
a 0.5º elevatioon derived froom equation (1).
(1
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Summary and Future Work
In this paper, we have described the basic framework for a new “hybrid” ML detection algorithm that is designed to come
up with an “optimal” ML solution by combining both radar- and model based techniques through the use of a methodology
that attempts to take into account the advantages and disadvantages of each existing algorithm. Radar-based, rangedependent Gaussian weighting functions for both high- and low-elevation ML designations, which take into account inherent
errors known to each technique, are combined with a model-based Gaussian weighting function that depends on horizontal
gradients in wet-bulb temperatures to create a “blended” map of ML detections. A separate, time-dependent weighting
function is used to account for time lag in the model analyses by de-emphasizing the contribution from the numerical model
as the t from the radar volume and the most recent model analysis becomes large. A simple example of how the technique
may be applied to a winter storm event is demonstrated on a radar volume collected by the polarimetric Upton, NY WSR88D radar on 8 February 2013. Future work will focus on an extensive study of several events to determine 1) optimal values
for the adaptable parameters, 2) the Asurf weight that gives the most realistic results.
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